
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hans Brunner Tool  Auctions        July 21, 2013 

PO Box 5238, Brassall Qld 4305       www.hansbrunnertools.gil.com.au        07 3294 8253          Sale 25                     

______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Tool Sales twice a year -  to subscribe to  free catalogues please write or email. 

The low estimate is the reserve – I accept any amount on or over the reserve.  Send in your bids anytime.  Deadline is 12.00 noon 
on auction day. The highest offer wins.  If identical bids are received on a lot the first one in is the winner with one dollar added to 

clear the bid.  I’ll invoice you the day after the sale. Postage is extra. I accept bidding instructions for multiple bids. 

I rate the condition of the lots from P (poor) Fr (fair) G (good) G+ (very good) to F (fine 

 

 

 
1   Bronze trade axe (tomahawk) with integrated pipe. 
I know little about the subject but I do like the material and 
the elegant form. I believe most of the early trade axes were 
cast iron.   7 ¼” long with a 2 ¼” cutting edge. G+ $ 60-120 

1 

e material and e material and 
the elegant form. I believe most of the early trade axes were 

120

e material and e material and 
the elegant form. I believe most of the early trade axes were 

120

2  Pair of large 14” Tongue and Groove or Plank  planes 
by Auburn Tool Co 1864-1893. Each plane has one of 
the inner nuts missing. Lots of age related minor flaws 
but I left them all in as found condition. These are big 
planes, longer than any plough. Great display pieces. 
G- $ 100-200 

2 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________
 

3 

3  Excellent Stanley 41 Millers Patent combination plane 
with short fence plus wrap-around fence, filletster bed with 
cutter plus 7 cutters and slitter. Slitter & depth stops as well 
as the brass screws are present. This is a very good and very 
collectable Stanley plane. G+ $ 700-1,200 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4  Dovetailed steel Norris coffin shaped smoother with 
rosewood infill.  Marked Norris on brass lever cap. Correct 
vintage Norris London cutter with large letters (faint). The 
back iron is not original. Very minor rust marks to sides and 
some minor bruising to front bun. G+ $ 250-450 4 



   

 

5 Mathieson coffin shaped smoothing plane 
with dovetailed steel sides and rosewood 
infill. Strike button added to back. There is a 
tight filled crack on the back, too.  VG 2 1/8” 
Mathieson cutter.  7 ½” long. Maker’s mark 
stamped in front infill G+ 250-400 

5 

6 

6   Norris 14 ½” panel plane. Post war model with beech infill and handle. Excellent 
plane in as found condition with a full Norris cutter, clean sides and sole and only 
minor wear to the black finish. G+ $ 900-1,400 

tight filled crack on the back, too. VG 2 1/8” 
7 ½” long. Maker’s mark 

 

Mathieson cutter. 7 ½” long. Maker’s mark 
stamped in front infill G+ 250-400

7  Mathieson 9 beech plough plane with 
boxwood screw-stems and nuts. Comes 
with six assorted Mathieson cutters.  
Some minor bruising to stems otherwise 
G+ $ 100-200 

7 

plane in as found condition with a full Norris cutter, clean sides and sole and only 
minor wear to the black finish. G+ $ 900 
plane in as found condition with a full Norris cutter, clean sides and sole and only 

1,400

 

plane in as found condition with a full Norris cutter, clean sides and sole and only 
1,400

                    9  Double iron  1 1/8” 
nosing plane by Ohio Tool Co. G 
$ 30-60 
 

8  Double iron plane, modified from sash to 
standing filletster. Maker is Owasco Tool Co, 
New York from around 1875. G $ 30-60 
 

Mathieson 9 beech plough plane with Mathieson 9 beech plough plane with 
. Comes 

with six assorted Mathieson cutters.  
Some minor bruising to stems otherwise 

$ 30$ 30-

 

$ 30

9 

 

$ 100

 

G+ $ 100-200

10 Custom made scraper with 
ramshorn handles. 13 ½“ long 
with 2 ¾ “ cutter. G $ 20-40 
11  One adjustable beech 
spokeshave by Dixon with 
little used cutter plus two 
attractive boxwood  10” & 11” 
spokeshaves with Sheffield 
maker’s marks. G $ 20-40 

10 

11 

12  A cleaned Moseley 1 ¼“ 
beech rebate plane with skewed 
cutter plus a half size 5” 
unmarked beech coffin smoother 
with a 1 ¼” cutter. G+ $ 15-30 

11
| 

| 

maker’s marks. G $ 20maker’s marks. G $ 20 40

 

A cleaned Moseley 1 ¼“ A cleaned Moseley 1 ¼“ 
beech rebate plane with skewed 
cutter plus a half size 5” 
unmarked beech coffin smoother 

 

8 Double iron plane, modified from sash to Double iron plane, modified from sash to Double iron plane, modified from sash to 
standing filletster. Maker is Owascstanding filletster. Maker is Owasco Tool Co, o Tool Co, o Tool Co, 

 8 Double iron plane, modified from sash to Double iron plane, modified from sash to 

14   Three quality rosewood T bevels: 8” Disston, 
10” Stanley and unmarked 12”  G+ $ 20-40 

12 

14 

8 

13  Varvill, York beech plough plane 
with boxwood screw-stems and 
boxwood nuts. Inner nuts are two 
different shapes, both have some 
damage but work ok. Both stems are 
in very good condition.  There are 
plenty of other  age related minor 
blemishes but overall a good plane 
G $ 60-120 

13 
10” Stanley and unma10” Stanley and unma10” Stanley and unmarked 12”  G+ $ 20 40

 
15  Lot of 4 beading planes, mixed English makers. 7/8, ¾, 3/8, ¼. 
One wedge is replaced. All clean and G/G+  $ 30-50 
 

15 



  

 

 

 

 17  Button chuck beech brace 
by  early Sheffield maker Maw 
& Staley  ca 1825-1839. Free of 
chips or cracks. F $ 60-100 

16  Marples beech brace 
with button chuck and 
cocobolo head. Small age 
crack in head.  G+ 50-100 
 

16 

17 

 

 

 

20 Miller Falls 4 early 
version of this small 
jeweller’s  drill. Most 
of the original finish is 
intact. G+ $ 30-50 
 

21 Millers Falls No 2 hand drill with bit 
storage in rosewood main handle. The  
brass cap is a perfectly made custom 
added improvement. Rosewood handled 
crank and dark beech side handle probably 
are replacements.  No maker’s markings. 
Most drill collectors rate this as the best 
hand drill ever made. G- $ 40-80              

22  Scotch brace by Thompson, Glasgow (maker’s mark on 
chuck lever) Comes with custom added Continental style head. 
G 30-50 
23  Scarce Q.S. Backus bit brace with Draper chuck Pat 1865. 
The strange looking chuck consists of two halves, pinned 
together in the middle. They travel up a thread on the shaft  
(square tang) and close over the bit. Maker’s mark on the 
chuck, also marked No 8 on the frame. A lot of the nickel 
plating is intact. Rosewood head and handle. G+  $ 40-80 

 

18  Sheffield brace with Henry Brown embossing 
on brass cover in head and James Bee, Sheffield 
on the button lever. Nicks to rim of head, hairline 
cracks and some other age related marks. Looks 
like this brace was cleaned a while ago. Chuck 
works fine. G $ 60-100 
19 Ultimatum brace. This is the real thing with 
William Marples mark and Royal Letters Patent on 
frame. Spring loaded chuck  lacks the small metal 
insert but works ok. The head has a chip and a 
nick but is better than most with the ivory ring 
intact. Some idiot drilled three holes in the 
shoulder – I filled them once – they need a little 
bit more work. A good and showy brace with 
minor apologies G $ 200-400 
 

18 

19 

 

24 Two hollow augers; ½ “ with 
depth stop and 1 inch Swan 
type. Both complete and  
G $ 30-50 

25  Lot of 5 assorted nut drivers with US 
maker’s marks. All G+ $ 30-60 
 

26  Great set of 11 wad punches, Osborne and other US makers. Sizes 1 3/8, 
7/8, ¾, 13/16, 11/16, 5/8, 9/16, 1/2, 5/16, ¼, 3/16”. All G/G+ $ 40-90 

20 

21 22 

23 

24 

25 

26 



  

 

 

  

 

30   Stanley 150 year anniversary 12” cherry level in box with good 
label top and front. Looks unused. F $ 60-120 

 

 

28  12" Jennings New York cast iron level. Most japanning intact, all three vials 
intact – one is a replacement.  Filigree is complete but there is one chipped 
corner on the top edge of the rail.  Nice collectable level. G $ 50-100 
 

29 Stanley 34V small 4” level in box. Most of the 
nickel plating intact. Good vial with rotating tube 
cover. G+ $ 40-80 
 

xx 

28 

30 

29

31  8” English maple level with ornate brass top 
plate and brass feet. Pale coloured liquid in vial. 
Maker’s mark on side, I can’t quite make it out. G+ 
20-40 

31 
label top and front. Looks unused. F $ 60label top and front. Looks u

32  Scarce Stanley belt buckle from 1985  
with attached Powerlock tape (working) 
Marked: Helps you do things right. 2 5/8” 
wide. G+ $ 30-70 

34 Chapin Stephens No 68 four-fold two feet 
boxwood rule. G+ $ 10-20 
35  Stanley 36 ½ L two-fold one foot boxwood 
calliper rule with brass slide. G+ $ 15-30 
36  Stanley  36 SW two-fold one foot boxwood 
calliper rule with brass slide. G+ $ 20-40 

 

wide. G+ $ 30-70

 

33   Stanley Hydraulic Tools 
limited edition 1972-1982 belt 
buckle. 3 ½“x 2 ¼“. G+ 20-40 
 

37  Handyman Life Member brass belt 
buckle 1996 plus Handyman brass 
collectors token Stanley Bailey Plane. 
Both G+ $ 20-40 

 

xx

Both G+ $ 20-40

 

Both G+ $ 20

38  Stanley 32 boxwood four-fold 
one foot calliper rule with SW logo. 
Both sides are VG; the brass is 
tarnished as found. G+ $ 20-40 

39  Pair of Stanley 36 L & R six inch two-fold 
boxwood callipers rules. G+ $ 30-60 

40  A Stanley folding pocket knife issued as a 
salute to the 150year Stanley history made by 
the International Collectors Society. 7” long 
open, 4” folded. F $ 40-80 

28

 

27  

40 

27  Stanley 150 year anniversary brass-back 
dovetail saw (1843-1993) with certificate in 
original box. F $ 70-140 

32 

33 
34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 



  

 

 
 

 

 

 

49  Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect 
rosewood handle, VG cutter. Clean tool. G+ S 30-60  

 

 

41  Early Stanley 3C smooth plane, low knob 
and early rosewood handle with neat owners 
mark. 3 patents to 1910 in bed, V-logo cutter. 
Some minor dings to side and a few scratches 
to sole. G $ 40-80 

42  Stanley 3 SW smooth plane. All 
parts correct including the box. 
Over 95% japanning is intact. 
Wood is perfect, body has a few 
tool chest dings and scratches on 
the sole. G+ $ 50-100 

43 Stanley 12 ½ scraper with rosewood sole 
and handle. Over 95% japanning is intact. 
Cutter is a replacement. G+ $ 60-120 

44 Stanley 26 transitional jack plane with SW cutter and decal 
on front. A few spots of discolouration, minor bruising 
around edges and some scratches to sole. G+ $ 50-100 

45  Sargent 30 carriage makers rebate plane with 
mahogany front knob and a replaced rosewood Stanley 
handle. Cutter and back iron unused made by Record. 
Approximately half japanning intact. Some minor rust 
marks. Perfect user plane. G/G+ $ 70-140 

46  Stanley 118 low angle block 
plane. G+ $ 20-40 

47  Stanley 140 rabbet & block plane, 
complete with fence. Over 90% japanning 
intact, good rosewood knob,  full length 
SW cutter . G+ $ 70-140
intact, good rosewood knob,  full length 

48  Stanley 77 rosewood marking and 
mortice gauge. All pins good G+ $25-50 

 

Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect 
rosewood handle, VG cutter. Clean tool. G+

 

Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect Stanley 67 universal spokeshave with round sole. Perfect 
rosewood handle, VG cutter. Clean tool. G+ S 30-60  

51  C Stearns & Co Pat March 27, 1900 
spokeshave with spring loaded adjustable 
mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of 
japanning on handle. G $ 40-80 
 

50  Stanley 271 
small router made 
in England. Most 
plating intact. G+ $ 
30-60 

 

mortice gauge. All pins good G+ $25

Stanley 271 Stanley 271 
made made 

in England. Most in England. Most 
plating intact. G+ $ plating intact. G+ $ 

mortice gauge. All pins good G+ $25-50

Stanley 271 Stanley 271 
made 

in England. Most 
plating intact. G+ $ 

 52  Stanley 190 SW rebate plane, complete with depth 
stop, SW logo cutter and partial decal on handle. 95% 
of the japanning is intact. G+ $ 40-80 

mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of 
japanning on handle. G $ 40

Stanley 190 SW rebate plane, complete with depth 
stop, SW logo cutter and partial decal on handle. 95% stop, SW logo cutter and partial decal on handle. 95% 

 

mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of mouth and flexible sole. Some loss of 
japanning on handle. G $ 40

Stanley 190 SW rebate plane, complete with depth 
stop, SW logo cutter and partial decal on handle. 95% stop, SW logo cutter and partial decal on handle. 95% 

53 Stanley 25 low angle 
transitional plane in very 
good condition. Most of 
the japanning is intact, 
wood is good apart from 
some scratches to sole 
and a bit of bruising to 
the front knob. Minor 
paint marks, cutter is 
low. G+ $ 60-120  

54  Early Stanley 95 butt – this is the 
slightly smaller and less bulky model. All 
three scribes are intact. G $ 10-20 

41 

42 

43 

44 
45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 51 

52 

53 

54 



 

 

59  Barton USA cooper’s broad axe 
with good maker’s mark. Offset 
hickory handle. 8 ½ “ cutting edge. 
16” overall length. G/G+  80-150 
 

 

 57   Stirrup adze with 3 ½” cutting edge.  This 
style dates back to 300 BC and is still in use in 
Southern Europe and South America. They also 
made it to the USA where they are known as 
Connecticut style adzes.   G $ 60-120 

 

 

58  Ice axe by Clifford-Wood 
Co (USA) . 13” head with very 
nice custom made 23” hickory 
handle. Good markings, minor 
rust spots only. G $ 70-140 

58 

 

 55  Kelly True Temper brush cutter with iron wedge under 
strap. Some pitting, very good maker’s mark. G $ 30-60 
56  European fish gleave on short handle for display. Marked 
Made in Norway. Head is 11” long.  G $ 20-40 

 

56 

55 

57 

16” overall length. G/16” overall length. G/16” overall length. G/G+  80 150handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor 
rust spots only. G $ 70

 

16” overall length. G/16” overall length. G/16” overall length. G/handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor handle. Good markings, minor 
rust spots only. G $ 70rust spots only. G $ 70rust spots only. G $ 70-140

60  Very little used Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” 
blade.  In my opinion the best all-round small hand saw for any 
workshop. G+ 30-60 

d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” 
round small hand saw for any 

 

d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” d Spear & Jackson flooring saw with an 11” 
round small hand saw for any 

 

 

62 Full set of 13 clean 9” drill bits by Whitehouse, 
Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4-16. Minor dirt 
marks. G+ $ 30-60 

62 

Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4
marks. G+ $ 30

 

Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4
marks. G+ $ 30

6262
Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4Cannock. Marked and numbered from 4

61   6 ¼ “ coal hammer with good embossing both 
sides. Back reads Glamann Bros. G $ 40-80 

63  Two oval blow torches 
Wall Superior and Jim 
Dandy Pat Sept 18, 1928 
with a good selection of 
soldering irons. G $ 70-140 

64  Two early cast iron corner clamps marked   
Pat 12753-94 with  2” capacity. I think I had 
them before with the Preston mark. G $ 10-20 

 

65 Ixion No 10 
breast drill in 
original box  
(strengthened 
with cardboard 
inserts) Made 
in Germany. G+  
$ 25-50 

59 

60 

61 

63 

64 

65 



 

 

68 Bedrock 608C jointer plane with Stanley lever cap, SW cutter 
and good rosewood, approximately 90% japanning, minor rust 
and dirt spots only. G+ $ 200-400 

 

 

 

and good rosewood, approximately 90% japanning, minor rust 
and dirt spots only. G+ $ 200

 

and good rosewood, approximately 90% japanning, minor rust 
and dirt spots only. G+ $ 200-400

 

68 Bedrock 608C jointer plane with Stanley lever cap, SW cutter 
 

Bedrock 608C jointer plane with Stanley lever cap, SW cutter 

66  Late model Stanley 7C jointer plane 
with notched Stanley logo on cutter 
and kidney shaped hole in lever cap. 
Over 95% japanning intact, VG 
rosewood without chips or cracks. G+ $ 
80-150 

67  Record 043 small plough 
plane, complete with depth stop 
and extended set of 5 small 
cutters (some are Stanley) Minor 
rust spots. G $ 25-50 
 

70 Sargent 79 duplex rebate plane with scroll decorations to 
side and front knob “horn”. Same as Stanley 78 but a lot more 
attractive. Complete with depth stop and fence. Marked 
Sargent in handle. Over 95% japanning is intact. G+ $ 30-70 

69  Stanley 35 transitional 
smooth plane with T-logo 
cutter. Good wood, some 
rust on cutter and back iron. 
Minor chips along edges 
and sole and mouth.  The 
makers mark is faint. 
Overall G/G+$ 40-80 
 
 
 
 

 

Overall G/G+$ 40-80

 

Overall G/G+$ 40

Sargent in handle. Over 95% japanning is intact. G+ $ 30 70

 
71  Union transitional smoother, pre 
Stanley takeover with the thicker 
cutter. Paint marks and scratches to 
sole but overall G+ $ 30-60 

72  Stanley 60 ½ low angle block plane made 
in England. Little used tool. G+ $ 20-40 

73  Very early Stanley 70 box scraper with 
patent 1876 on little used cutter. G $ 25-50 
74  Stanley 82 cabinet scraper, SW vintage with 
SW cutter. G+ $ 30-60 

Very early Stanley 70 box scraper with 
patent 1876 on little used cutter. G $ 25

per, SW vintage with 

 

Very early Stanley 70 box scraper with Very early Stanley 70 box scraper with Very early Stanley 70 box scraper with 
patent 1876 on little used cutter. G $ 25-50

per, SW vintage with per, SW vintage with per, SW vintage with 
cutter. Paint marks and scratches to SW cutter. G+ $ 30-60

 

cutter. Paint marks and scratches to SW cutter. G+ $ 30-60

77   Millers Falls 14” jack plane 
with patented two part (hinged) 
lever cap. Turner cutter. Handle 
has repair to top, there is a 
hanging hole in the heel and a 
chip out of the front.  Fr  $ 25-50 

75  Stanley 20 Victor circular plane with SW cutter and correct lever cap. 
Repair to bottom edge of frog – user in good working order. G $ 40-80 

76 Stanley 80 cabinet 
scraper made in USA. 
SW logo on strap and 
on cutter. G 20-40 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

76 

75 
77 



  

 

  
78  Starrett 1961 catalogue. 475 
pages. G $ 15-30 
 

 

 

78  Starrett 1961 catalogue. 475 
pages. G $ 15

 

pages. G $ 15-30

 

83  General brass 
plumb bob made 
in USA. 6 oz/ 170 
grams. In original 
display card. G+ 
$ 15-30 

79 Lufkin 1174 zig-zag 4’ aluminium rule, 3 
tape measures and a Lufkin Tape and Rule 
catalogue with price list early 1960s plus a 
Lufkin precision tool catalogue. G $ 20-40 

80  Starrett 134 cross-test level in box. Owner’s 
mark on side. All vials intact. G $ 25-50 

81  Starrett 246 machinists planer gauge 
with intact vial and minor rust marks 
plus a  boxed Brown and Sharpe 4 ½ ” 
steel square with minor pitting marks to 
back. G $ 35-50 

82   North Bros Yankee catalogue re-print plus 
three different Yankee screwdrivers with 
assorted bits. The bottom one is an Australian 
made tool. G/G+  $ 30-60 

84 Recent ½” screwbox 
with tap. New. $ 25-50 
 

85  8” drawknife with folding handles by Ohio Tool Co. Clean 
tool, free of rust or pitting. G+ $30-60 
86  Virtually unused 10” English drawknife by J. Buck, 
London. F $ 30-60 
87  Very little used Jennings Arrow Head patent pending 8” 
drawknife with folding handles.  G+ $ 30-60 
88  “Pony Shave” by Pexto. This 6” drawknife is ideal for 
small jobs. Red finish on handle is original. Minor rust marks 
G+ $ 20-40 
89  Recent 6” drawknife with brass ferrules and beautifully 
grained wooden handles. Comes with a leather sheath. No 
maker’s mark. F $ 25-50 maker’s mark. F $ 25maker’s mark. F $ 25 50

 92  Marples rosewood marking/mortice 
gauge plus a Marples 10' rosewood and 
brass T bevel. Pins on mortice gauge are 
intact, T bevel has VG blade with maker’s 
mark plus a partial Marples sticker on the 
handle. G+ $ 25-50 
 

90  Preston patent nickel plated spokeshave with a brand new 
Ray Iles cutter. Flat sole. Minor rust marks. G $ 40-80 
 
Ray Iles cutter. Flat sole. Minor rust marks. G $ 40-80

 

Ray Iles cutter. Flat sole. Minor rust marks. G $ 40

91 Marples 1/2 ovolo shave. One cutter is marked Marples, old spelling on handle 
oveloe. Lost most of the japanning. G $ 10-20  
 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 
83 

84 
85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 



  

100 Skate-front broad axe with offset 
handle and  early decorations and maker’s 
mark. Bavarian or Austrian origin where 
they are known as double bearded axes.  14 
½” cutting edge, overall 26” long. One small 
crack extending from the shoulder into the 
star decoration on the right. G+ $ 150-300 

 

99  Rare Payson's Patent 1895 Toboggan Plane 
manufactured by Brown Specialty Machine Company, 
Chicago.  Lost all of the original black finish. There are 
no markings on the plane or the cutter. I believe these 
planes were sold with a sticker from the manufacturer, 
stating that the patent was applied for. The plane is 
fairly big, 7 inches long and  2 ½ ” wide – I guess it 
could be classed as a roughing plane.  G $ 70-140 
 

 

 

93  John Green 18th century moving filletster with an early 
commercially made internal depth stop assembly and missing 
external nicker. Also missing is the fence that features a unique 
screw-mechanism with a single open “window” at the back of the 
plane. I don’t know what its purpose is or if it was a custom made 
alteration. Some of the boxing is missing, the wedge is a slightly 
small replacement with the correct 
18th c shape.
 

alteration. Some of the boxing is missing, the wedge is a slightly 

 

  

 

According to Goodman/Rees in British Planemakers from 1700 p 99 .... 
moving fillisters were first documented in an order to John Green in 1760. 
Given the date it could have been the other (London) John Green but 
regardless, this is a rare find and definitely the earliest filletster I’ve come 
across.   John Green makers mark is excellent.  G $ 60-120  
 

93 

94 
95 96 

94 Coffin shaped beech smoother by 
Mathieson and a beech compass plane with a 
Sorby cutter. Some paint marks. Both clean 
and G+ $ 30-50 

95  Lot of 4 different sash 
moulding planes, ovolo and 
ogee, all clean and G+ $ 30-50 96   A good ogee with bead 

by Dixon, London and an 
interesting ogee profile 
with boxed astragal. Maker 
overstamped, sides a bit 
over-cleaned. G $ 25-50 

99 Rare Payson's Patent 1895 

and G+ $ 30

 

97  Match planes T&G by Buck and 
Mathieson. ¼ cut. The groove 
plane is marked ¾ on heel for a 
cut centred on ¾. The tongue 
plane has a fence that allows you 
to match the centre of the 
matching cut. The T cutter in the 
plane is not correct. I’ll include 
another so you can experiment. 
Once set these planes work as 
well as any of the dearer metal 
variety. G- $ 20-40 

97
ogee, all clean and G+ $ 30ogee, all clean and G+ $ 30 5050 96   A good ogee with bead 

by Dixon, London and an 
interesting ogee profile 

h boxed astragal. Maker 
overstamped, sides a bit 

cleaned. G $ 25

 

ogee, all clean and G+ $ 30ogee, all clean and G+ $ 30-5050 A good ogee with bead 
by Dixon, London and an 
interesting ogee profile 
with boxed astragal. Maker 
overstamped, sides a bit 
over-cleaned. G $ 25

98 Three very good English 
beading planes by Kimberly, 
Tyzack and Atkins, sizes 3/8", 
3/4" and 1 inch. G+ $ 20-40 
 

98 

99

100 



  

 

 
101  Cutter for Stanley 8 with notched Stanley 
logo. Looks very little used. G+ $ 25-50 

101 

111  Double sided 8” wrench by Bacoh, Sweden  G $ 30-60
112  W. Baxter Pat Dec. 1, 1868 double ended S wrench in good condition 
with maker’s mark and patent on the side. 10” long. G $ 40-80 

 
 102  Rabone 1211 four-fold one foot 

calliper rule. Minor discolouration, all 
hinges have some slack but nothing 
missing and all markings are G $ 25-50 

103  IBEX violin plane, round both ways. 
Mid size 1 ¾” x 1” body.  Earlier model 
with brass look, modern planes in silicon 
bronze appear almost silver. One minor 
surface scratch on side. G+ $ 30-60 

102 

103 

 

surface scratch on side. G+ $ 30

 
104  Stephens & Co No 89 one foot four-fold ivory rule with 
brass fittings. Marking faint. Worn outside, good inside.  
G- $ 45-90 

104

105  Rabone 1902 six inch 
rule & square with intact 
vial.  Minor rust/pitting 
spots. G $ 20-40 

105 
106    Excellent set of 6 patternmaker’s cranked gouges by 
Buck. Sizes 1/8”  - ¾ “. Handles with maker’s logo. Few minor 
surface rust spots. G+ $ 70-150 
 

106 

Buck. Sizes 1/8”  ¾ “. Handles with maker’s logo. Few minor 

 

Buck. Sizes 1/8”  - ¾ “. Handles with maker’s logo. Few minor 
surface rust spots. G+ $ 70surface rust spots. G+ $ 70-150

¾ “. Handles with maker’s logo. Few minor 

 107  Little used Record 073 shoulder 
plane with a full 1 ¼” cutter. Sticker 
intact. G+ $ 100-200 

107 

108  Lot of 9 English carvers, mostly Addis. Most handles are good 
with some discolouration and the odd bruise. Blades are good with 
minor age spots. G/G+ $ 60-130 

108 

minor age spots. G/G+ $ 60-130

 

minor age spots. G/G+ $ 60 130

109  Vintage oyster knife with wooden handle and brass 
finger guard. I wish I had used one of these instead of my 
hunting knife! Well used. G $ 5-10 

intact. G+ $ 100 200

109  Vintage oyster knife with wooden handle and brass 
finger guard. I wish I had used one of these instead of my 

 

intact. G+ $ 100intact. G+ $ 100-200200

109 Vintage oyster knife with wooden handle and brass 

111 
112 
with maker’s mark and patent on the side. 10” long. G $ 40
 
with maker’s mark and patent on the side. 10” long. G $ 40

110  A very good 12” (inside) ebony and 
brass try square by Nurse with some bruising 
to the lower outside edge of the stock plus a 
matching 10” mitre square in fine condition. 
Hardly ever show up this good. G+ $ 40-80 

110 

111 

112 



  

 

 

 

 

 

113  Stanley 5 ¼ junior jack plane. Late model but still has perfect 
rosewood handle and knob. 95% japanning is intact, minor age marks 
on sides.  G $ 60-120 

113 

114  Fine Stanley 72 chamfer 
plane with SW cutter. Over 95% 
japanning is intact, rosewood 
handle and knob with original 
finish intact.  F $ 250-400 

115  Lot of 3 spokeshaves: 
Stanley, Record and Dunlap. 
 G $ 15-30 
 

114 

115 

116 

116  Stanley 75 made in USA 
bullnose plane in original 
box. Box G, plane F $ 25-50 
 

117  Stanley 140 rabbet and block 
plane with WW2 finish. Complete 
with fence. 95% japanning intact. 
Notched logo on cutter, minor paint 
splatters in bed. G+ $ 60-120 
 

117

118 

119 

120 
118  Stanley 62 four-fold two feet boxwood 
rule with brass edges all sides. SW trademark. 
As new.  F  $ 20-40 
 

 

splatters in bed. G+ $ 60splatters in bed. G+ $ 60splatters in bed. G+ $ 60 120120

 

splatters in bed. G+ $ 60splatters in bed. G+ $ 60-120120

121   Lufkin No 388 fully 
brass bound one foot 
four-fold boxwood rule 
with brass calliper. G $ 
20-40 

118 Stanley 62 four fold two feet boxwood fold two feet boxwood 
rule with brass edges all sides. SW trademark. 

 

118118  Stanley 62 fourStanley 62 four-fold two feet boxwood fold two feet boxwood 
rule with brass edges all sides. SW trademark. 
As new.  F  $ 20-40

121 

123 

123 Early Stanley 113 type 1 or 2 
circular plane with solid side 
wheel. Not much japanning left. G 
$ 70-140 

122    Superb Stanley 1 
smooth plane.  SW vintage, 
correct in all parts with well 
over 95% of the original 
finish intact. No apologies. 
G+ $ 700-1,400 

122 

119  Stanley 136 4” boxwood 
calliper rule. F $ 15-25 
120  Stanley 136 4” boxwood 
calliper rule. F $ 15-25 

 

smooth plane.  SW vintage, 
correct in all parts with w
over 95% of the original 
finish intact. No apologies. 

 124   Early Stanley 10 ½ rebate plane with 
adjustable front piece. Comes with low Pat 92 
cutter plus a good user cutter (English). Some loss 
of japanning front. Rosewood handle probably is 
a replacement.  Rare plane G+ $ 200-400 

124

$ 70 140finish intact. No apologies. finish intact. No apologies. finish intact. No apologies. 

 

$ 70-140finish intact. No apologies. finish intact. No apologies. 
G+ $ 700G+ $ 700-1,400
finish intact. No apologies. 
G+ $ 700

125  Stanley 18 knuckle-joint block plane with SW cap. G+ $ 20-40 
126  Stanley 120 block plane, early model. Knob is not original. G $ 10-20 
127  Craftsman 6” adjustable block plane –similar to Stanley 9 ½  G $ 20-40 
 

125 
126 

127 



 

 

 

128  Heavy nail puller marked 
Landers, Frary & Clark, New 
Britain Conn USA, Universal No. 2 
Pat May 24, 1904. 24” fully 
extended. G $ 20-50 

 
130  Ornate saw set by Ahrems Good 
Line made in Germany . G $ 10-20 

 129  Lot of 3 London 
pattern screwdrivers:  
6” Hearnshaw, 8 ½” 
Stanley England and 
13 ½“ Alfrid, 
Sheffield.  G $ 10-20 
 

128 
129 130 

 

50

 
131   German “Bismarck” 
smoother with thick single 
iron. Henry Boker mark on top. 
Little used plane. G+ $ 15-30 

132 Record 050 plough plane with set of 18 
cutters, complete with depth stop and beading 
stop and extra clamping bracket for small 
screws  plus set of long rods. Minor surface rust 
on some parts G+ $ 50-90 
 

131 

132 

133  German brass plumb bob 
marked 10. Minor pitting marks to 
tip. 3 ¼” / 280 grams. G $ 15-30 
 

Little used plane. G+ $ 15 30 screws

 

on some parts

134  Moir Glasgow moving filletster 
with dovetailed boxwood sole. Nicker 
and boxwood nicker wedge are 
replacements.  G $ 30-60 

134 

on some parts G+ $ 50-90on some partson some partson some parts G+ $ 50-90on some partson some parts

LineLine made in Germany . G $ 10made in Germany . G $ 10-2020

133133 German brass plumb bob  

Line made in Germany . G $ 10 20

135  Brass plumb bob marked Globe made in USA 
10. 5 ½ “ long, 280 grams G+ $ 20-40 

133 

135 

 

137   Solid brass figure of a blacksmith with 
hammer and anvil - most probably a copy of a 
famous bronze figure from around 1920. Not 
as detailed as the original but still makes an 
impressive display on your tool shelf. 200mm 
tall, base is 130mm x 60mm and the weight is 
about 2 1/4 kg. G $ 60-120 

Globe made in USA Globe made in USA 

 

Globe made in USA Globe made in USA 
. 5 ½ “ long, 280 grams G+ $ 20 40

136  Lot of 6 assorted gimlets with wooden handles. 
Various sizes from 3 ½” – 6”. G $ 10-20
 

136 

139  Two heavy cast iron (lead) smelting ladles with long handles. The 
smaller one is marked ¼ on the handle, the other 4. Overall length is 
19”. G $ 30-60 
 

Various sizes from 3 ½” Various sizes from 3 ½” Various sizes from 3 ½” – 6”. G $ 10 20

 
138   Teardrop shaped brass plumb bob 
with steel tip in leather sheath. Marked 
12 (ounces) . 5” long. G $ 20-40 

139 

138 

12 (ounces) . 5” long. G $ 20-40

 

12 (ounces) . 5” long. G $ 20 40

140  Short handled 
lead melting pot. 8” 
long with a 3 ½“ 
opening. G $20-40 
 

137

Short handled 
lead melting pot. 8” 
long with a 3 ½“  

Short handled 
lead melting pot. 8” 
long with a 3 ½“ 

140 

141 

141  Small glue pot , 3 ½ “ long with 2 3/8 “ 
opening in inner pot. Marked Clarke & Co 
6/0 on bottom. Damage to handle socket on 
inner pot. G- $ 20-40 



  

 

142  Outstanding Stanley 10 1/4 carriage makers rebate plane with SW 
cutter, correct lever cap and orange sided frog . Close to all the original 
japanning is intact. There are some very light paint splatters in the bed and 
some minor surface scratches on the sole. Original rosewood handle and 
knob with owner's mark on the handle. I show you the "bad" side - this is a 
close to 100 year old plane in close to perfect condition. G++ $ 300-500 

japanning is intact. There are some very light paint splatters in the bed and 
some minor surface scratches on the sole. Original rosewood handle and 
knob with owner's mark on the handle. I show you the "bad" side 
close to 100 year old plane in close to perfect condition. G++ $ 300

 

japanning is intact. There are some very light paint splatters in the bed and 
some minor surface scratches on the sole. Original rosewood handle and 
knob with owner's mark on the handle. I show you the "bad" side 
close to 100 year old plane in close to perfect condition. G++ $ 300

 

 

143 

142 

143    Stanley 190W weatherstrip plane. This is one of the super rare 
Stanley tools. In fact, it’s so rare that there is very little documentation and 
no picture available anywhere I checked. Walter lists this tool with a runner 
(guide) secured by three screws but I think that is not correct.  The only two 
examples I know of – including this one, are SW models and the runner is 
secured with two countersunk screws. In the absence of any other pictures I 
think it would take a foolish man to claim 100% certainty but the odds are 
pretty good.  Note that the W model uses the same markings as the 190. 
Over 95% finish intact. SW cutter. F  $ 150-300 
 144  Stanley #750 ½”chisel, good but lost some of 

the red finish on the handle plus two long #720, one 
inch and quarter inch. G/G+ $ 50-100 

 
 

inch and quarter inch. G/G+ $ 50

 
147    Stanley 1 early model with Pat 92 on cutter.  
90%plus japanning is intact. Clean plane, no apologies.  
G+ 700-1,400 
 

 
145  Stanley 91 double-stem marking gauge. Both pins ok, some minor rust 
marks G $20-40 
146  Stanley 59 dowelling jig, late die cast aluminium model, complete with six 
guides and stop. G+ $ 25-50 

144 

145 146 147 

 

 

G+ 700G+ 700-1,400

 

1,400

Stanley 59 dowelling jig, late die cast aluminium model, complete with six 
50

Stanley 59 dowelling jig, late die cast aluminium model, complete with six 

 

Stanley 1 early model with Pat 92 on cutter. Stanley 1 early model with Pat 92 on cutter. 
90%plus japanning is intact. Clean plane, no apologies. 

148  Scarce Stanley 71 type 
1 router (1884-1885). Later 
type cutter. G+ $ 50-100 

148 149  Stanley 8C jointer plane 
with Pat 1910 in bed. 80%+ 
japanning intact. SW cutter half 
used, newer style replacement 
rosewood handle. Good user 
quality plane. G $ 120-250 

149 

153  Stanley 6C low knob. Early plane with 3 
patents on lateral adjuster. SW cutter. 
Correct early rosewood handle. 40% 
japanning intact. G $ 50-100

152

150 151 

153 

152

150   Stanley 9 1/2 
excelsior early 6” 
block plane. Has a 
few  pitting marks on 
side. G $ $ 40-70 

151  Early Stanley 19 
knuckle joint block plane 
Pat 86 on cap. This is the 
longer 7” version of the 
18. G $ 30-70 

152  Stanley 10 rebate 
plane, early low knob 
with little used late 
notched logo cutter. 
Good wood, minor 
pitting/rust marks on 
side. No crack or chips. 
G $ 60-120 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

171 Lot of Stanley spokeshave lever caps plus 6 new old stock 
Record cutters. G $ 25-50 
172  Lot of 15 Stanley combo cutters for 45 or 55. G $ 30-70 
173  Two pairs of long rods for Stanley 45,55 plus a set of rods 
for 46 including the hard to find wing nut. G $ 20-40 
174  Parts for a Stanley 20, all good but the base lacks the 
receiver for the frog. Fr $ 20-40 
175  Cutter lot: Stanley 2 3/8”; 2x78 early without slots; 1x75;  
Record 2”; Fulton 2 5/16” plus Stanley 2” cap. G $ 30-50 
176  Stanley late model plough plane cutter set of 10 in 
plastic holder. G $ 20-40 

  

 

 

Cutter lot: Stanley 2 3/8”; 2x78 early without slots; 1x75;  

 

 

 

154 155 156 157 

154  Rosewood for large 
Stanley planes. G+ $ 25-50 

155 Rosewood for large 
Stanley planes F $ 30-60 

156 Rosewood for large 
Stanley planes. G+ $ 25-50 

157 Rosewood for Stanley 3 or 4 
etc. Partial hairline crack in 
handle G- $ 20-40 

158  4 cutters for Stanley 71 
3x1/4” & V. Look like early US 
(without the scale) G $15-30 

158 
159 

160 

161 
159  Three low profile 
rosewood knobs for 4, 5 
etc. G+ $ 15-30 

160  Frog for Stanley 8, 
fits planes Pat 02,02  
G $ 15-30 

161  Stanley 4 
trammels, early 
type with pencil 
holder. Plating 
dirty but overall 
G+ $ 25-50 

162 163 164 

162  Nine Stanley lever caps for large planes 
6,7 plus one for a # 8. G+ $ 40-80 

163  Eight lever caps for Stanley 3,4 plus 
one 5 ½ (smaller version). G $ 30-70 

164  Four Stanley lever caps plus a 101 
base. G $ 20-40 

165  Stanley 79 side rebate plane made in 
USA. Most plating intact. No fence. G $ 30-70 USA. Most plating intact. No fence. G $ 30USA. Most plating intact. No fence. G $ 30

166   Stanley 271 mini router made 
in England. Some dirt/rust. G $20-40 

165 

166 

167 

167   Bedrock 603 with blank Stanley lever cap. 
80% japanning, SW cutter, clean sides and sole 
and very good wood. G+ $ 100-200 

168 169 170 

168  Preston bullnose plane. Some loss 
of plating on cap, rest very good plus 
full cutter. G+ $ 70-130 

169 Stanley 34 8” level in custom made 
box. Vial is a replacement. G $ 25-40 170 Stanley 8” & 10” T bevels, both SW, 

both G+ $ 20-30

171 

172 
173 

174 

175 

176 



  

  

 

177  ½” dado by Griffiths, Norwich.
Minor discoloration to front, 
otherwise G+ $ 30-50 

177 

179  Mathieson 7/8 beading plane plus a # 2 round by the 
same maker. G $ 20-40 
180  Centre reeding plane by Barton, Rochester. F $ 20-40 
181  Two ovolo sash moulding planes by Martin & Shaw, 
sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20-40178  Beech plough plane with boxwood stems and nuts by John 

Reed (1850-1894). Nuts and stems free of chips or cracks makes 
this a G+ plane. $ 70-120 

178 

179 
180 

181 

sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20-40

 

sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20 40

 

sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20Beech plough plane with boxwood stems and nuts by John 
1894). Nuts and stems free of chips 

sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20sizes 5/8 & ¾. G+ $ 20

 

1894). Nuts and stems free of chips or cracks makes 

183  Estwing No 1 hatchet with 
original leather sheath. Overall 
length 330mm, cutting edge 80 
mm.  G+ $30-60 

182  Two heavy duty framing chisels to tackle 
the hardest of the hard woods: 2” James Swan 
plus a 1” corner chisel or bruzz without 
markings. Both are around 12” long. G $ 20-50 

184   Set of 6 quality palm gouges by 
Harmen made in USA. They look unused 
and come in the original box. F $ 30-60 

 
187  General 6 oz plumb bob, unused 
in original tin and cardboard container 
with very good graphics. F $ 20-40 

187 

markings. Both are around 12” long. G $ 20-50 and come in the original box. F $ 30

 

markings. Both are around 12” long. G $ 20-50 and come in the original box. F $ 30

187187187
in original tin and cardboard container 
with very good graphics

 
with very good graphics. F $ 20 40with very good graphics

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

186  Re-finished Disston 11” brass 
back saw. G+ $20-40 

185  Dovetail marking 
gauge made in England 3 
½ “x 3”. In box with 
instructions. F $ 20-40 

188  Disston 10” steel back saw. 
Re-finished. G+ $ 20-40 

188 

189  Omega No 42 14” steel back tenon 
saw with good, clean blade. G+ $ 15-30
 

190 

191 

189 

190  Good Cheney nail-starting 
hammer plus a spare that lacks 
balls. G $ 20-30 

191    Very nice boxwood lead beater 
marked Monument Brand No 2 plus 
a lignum vitae bobbin. G+ $ 20-40 

192  Wooden storage box with assorted small drill bits. 5” high; 2 ¼ “ 
diameter. G $ 10-20 
193 Lot of six small levels under 4 inches from top right: Preston, Rabone, 
MF (breast drill level); Stanley Pat 96, Stanley, Rabone. G $30-60 

194  Little used set of 8 Starrett 565 drive punches. 5” x 2 ½”  F $ 30-60 192 

193 194 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

195  Millers Falls 
No 732 Holdall 10 
inch brace. Close to 
perfect. F $20-40 

195 
196 

197 

196  Millers Falls No 2B 15” drill with side 
handle. F $40-80  

197  Millers Falls No 5 
hand drill with replaced 
beech side handle. 12 ½” 
long. G $ 20-40 

198  Unused set  
of four Japanese Sakikiri 
pin and nail hammers 
from 2 to 8 ounces.
Handles are 12 “ long.  F  $ 
70-140 

199  Outstanding set of 19 wad punches, mostly 
German make. G+ $ 70-140 

199 

200 200 Boxed set of 5 easy 
outs by B&N Australia. G+ 
$10-20 

201 

202 

203 
204 

201  Warrington type  German hammer 
with bulbous 12” hickory handle. Maker 
Bodmann. Head 4”.  G+ $20-40  

202  4” Warrington type hammer 
marked Brades 1792. G+ 20-40 

203  Warrington type 
patternmakers hammer 
with Ward mark on the 
face of the pane. 5” 
head. F $ 25-50 

204 Warrington type hammer marked 
Brades. 4” head. G+ $20-40 

205 

205  Four unused Japanese Iyoroi 
dovetail paring chisels 9mm, 
12mm, 18mm & 24mm. Overall 
length is 14” or 355mm. Good mid 
range chisels. F $ 250-450 

206 
206 Special order set of five 
Masashige dovetail chisels with 
un-hooped boxwood handles 
and flatter/narrower white steel 
hollow insert. 6mm, 9mm, 
11mm, 18mm, 24mm. VG mid 
range chisels. F $ 400-700 
 

 
 

207 

208 209 
210 

211 
207  Brades 301 2 ½ lbs hedging 
axe head 7” x 4 ½” G+ $ 30-60 
211  Good Arkansas stone 6”x2” 
x7/8” Slightly chipped corner. No 
markings. Fine grit. G $ 15-30 

Brades 301 2 ½ lbs hedging 

Good Arkansas stone 6”x2” 
x7/8” Slightly chipped corner. No 

208  Brades Criterion 1 broad hatchet head. 5 ½“x 4” G $20-40 
209  Brades Criterion 1591 broad hatchet  5 ½“x 4” G $20-40 
210  Kent style hatchet head, marked 2 plus maker’s mark (not 
clear) G $ 20-40 

198 



 

 

 
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

212 

213 
214 215 

212  Starrett trammel heads with 
extra 6” points G+ $ 30-60 

213 Starrett improved 4” trammel 
set.  Owner’s mark only. G+ $ 20-40 

214  Starrett 6”  trammel 
set, cleaned and restored. 
Perfect user G $ 20-40 

215  Eclipse  33 single 
trammel point with 5” 
leg. G+ $10-20 

216  Black translucent Arkansas 
oilstone in custom box. 7”x 2”x 5/8” G+ 
$ 20-40 

216 217 

218 

217  Hard Arkansas slip stone in original 
vintage German box. 5” x  1 ¾ “ G+ $15-30 
 
 

218  Norton soft Arkansas oilstone  SB 8 in 
custom made box. 8” x 2” x 1” G+ $20-40 

219 220 
221 

219 Two Silex 66 marking gauges plus Eclipse 
& Starrett scribers. G $ 15-30 
220  Australian Abrasives oilstone in original 
box. 7” x 2” x 1”  G+ $ 15-30 
 

221

221  Three hammers, two 
with Huon pine handles: 
Brades 1729, Sheffield 
maker plus an unmarked 
watchmaker’s /jeweller’s 
hammer. G $ 20-40 

222  Lot of 10 quality 
woodturning chisels and 
gouges. Makers include 
Marples, Greaves, Sorby, 
Stormont etc. All are good 
length and very clean. G+ 
$ 50-100 
223  Mitutoyo 200 mm 
vernier calliper in plastic 
sleeve. Looks little used. 
G+ 20-40 

222

223 

 

 

 

 

 224  Woodworking Tools, 
160 pages, 280mmx210mm 
softcover G $ 10-20 
228 Fundamentals of Fine 
Woodworking, 192p, 250x 
210 mm softcover. G+ $ 15-
30 

224 
225 226 

227 

228
225  Windsor Chairmaking, Dunbar, 150 p, 230x150mm, hardcover  G+ $20-40 
226 Chairmaker’s Workshop,  Langsner, 300p, 290x220mm, hardcover G+ $20-40
227  Joinery & Carpentry, Pitman set of six volumes ,1946, 190x130mm, hardcover 
w/dust jackets G $ 30-60 



 

     

   

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

   

 

229 
230 

231 232 233 

229  Workbench Book, 
Landis, 247p, 290x235, 
hardcover G+ $ 20-40 

230 Jennings 1913 cat 
reprint, 175 p, 275x220 
mm, softcover. G $15-30 

231 Tyack 1908 cat re- 
print, 213p, 275x210, 
softcover. G+ $20-40 
 

232  Toolbox Book, 
Tolpin, 200p, 285x 
230mm. G+ $ 20-40 
 

233 Antique Wood 
working Tools, Dunbar, 
190p, 235x155 G 20-40 
 

234 

235 

236 

237 
238 

239 

234  Steel Square, Townsend, 96p, 215x145mm. G $10-20 
235  Woodworker’s Guide to Joints, Kingshott, 128p, 275x 
215mm, softcover G+ $10-20 
236  Practice of Woodturning, Darlow, 340p, 275x210, 
softcover G+ $ 20-40  
 

 

softcover G+ $ 20

 

237 Canoecraft, Moores/Mohr, 145p, 270x 
205mm, softcover G+ $10-20 
238 Featherweight Boatbuilding, 94p, 
275x215mm, softcover G+ $ 10-20 
239  Engineering Workshop Practice, Caxton, 
complete set of 3 volumes & data,1959, 
hardcover G+ $ 40-70  

240 241 

240 Workshop, Kingshott, 
184p, 275x210mm, soft- 
cover. G+ $ 20-40

241 Country Furniture, 
Watson, 270p, 260x195, 
hardcover. G $ 20-40 
 

244 

242 

243 

243  Lot of 5 assorted woodworking books 
Village Carpenter, Woodland Crafts in Britain, 
Workshop Processes & Materials, Joinery & 
Carpentry Vol 1 & 6. G $ 20-30 
244  Japanese Joinery, Kiyosi Seike, 126p, 
255x180mm, softcover G+ $ 15-30 

Carpentry Vol 1 & 6. G $ 20
244 
255x180mm, softcover G+ $ 15

242 Blacksmith, Watson, 
171p, 250x190mm, soft- 
cover G+ $ 15-30 

245 Sharpening with Waterstones, Kirby, 160p, 
230x150mm softcover G+ $ 10-20
246 Complete Dovetail, Kirby, 160p, 230x150mm, soft- 
cover, 151p G+ $ 10-20 
 

245 246 246A 

cover, 151p G+ $ 10
246A Accurate Table Saw, Kirby, 
160p, 230x150mm, softcover G+ $ 
10-20 
247  Accurate Router, Kirby, 150p, 
230x150mm, softcover G+ $ 10-20 
248  Dovetails, Pierce, 56p, 
290x225mm, hardcover. G $ 10-20 247 248 

249 

250 251 

249 Workshop Practice, (Engineering) Atherton, 
Set of 6, 190mmx125mm, hardcover G $ 30-60 
250  Technical Drawing, 882p, 260x190mm, 
hardcover  G $ 15-30 
251  Basic Technical Drawing, Dygdon, 484p, 260 
x210, hardcover G $ 15-30 



 

Back cover:  I’ll leave you with a collage of Chris Beaver’s most impressive man cave where the sum of all outshines the value of 
one.  They are all there, the rare, the unique and the big names-  expertly preserved and beautifully presented in display cabinets 
and in every  nook and cranny of this large room that draws you in, invites you to rest in comfortable armchairs and lets your eyes 
wander through dark and light patches filled with the past. Great job, Chris! 

   
 

 

  

252 253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

252 Reference for Wood, Sloan, 111p, 280x200mm, large version 
of his famous sketch book,  hardcover G $20-40 
253  World Timbers Asia, Aus & NZ, 173p, 300x220mm, hard- 
cover G $ 10-20 
254  Modern Australian Furniture, Bogle & Landman, 144p, 
310x235mm, hardcover G $10-20 
 

255 Robert Prenzel:  His Life and Work, National Gallery of Vic. 
63p, 300mmx220mm, softcover G+ $ 10-20 
256  Metalworking , 190p, 240x180mm, softcover G $ 10-20  
257  Working at Woodworking, Tolpin,  147p, 250x200mm, 
softcover G $10-20 

 
 

 

Modern Australian Furniture, Bogle & Landman, 144p, 
258  Woodworking with Kids, 203p, 
280x220mm, hardcover G $ 10-20 
259 Timber Frame Construction, 203p, 
275x215mm, softcover G S 10-20 
260 Tools -Working Wood in 18th c 
America, 126p, 280x215mm, softcover 
G $ 10-20 
261  Hand Tools -Their Ways and 
Workings, Watson, 414 p, 280x220m, 
hardcover G $ 20-40 

258 
259 

260 261 

  

 
  

  

 

  
262 263 

264 265 

266 

267 268 
269 

270 
271 

262 10 assorted  copies of 
Fine Homebuilding from the 
1980s & 90s. G+ 

263 10 assorted  copies of 
Classic Boat and Wooden 
Boat 1990-96. G+  
 

264 Furniture & Cabinetmaking  
magazines No 1-31, complete 
set. 1996-1999  G+ 

265 30 copies of F&C  1999- 
2002, not quite a complete 
set. All G+ 

266 19 copies of F&C  2002 - 
2004, not a full set.  G+ 

267 Fine Woodworking No 48-
60 (2002-04) G+ 

268 Fine Woodworking No 
61-70, 1884-1988 G+ 

269 Fine Woodworking 
No 71-80 1988-1990 G+ 

270 Fine Woodworking 12 assorted copies 1990 – 1993 G+ 
271 Fine Woodworking 11 assorted copies 1993-1996 G+ 

End of Sale   

    The next sale is planned for May 2014 
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